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En2lish (26-50)

Complete the sentence

26. The police offi"cer suggested •.................
.A.. that we be alert when we pull up to a stop. light, a
fact which might prevent a carjacking
B. that we are alert when we pull up to a stop light, a
fact which might prevent a carjacking
C. that we alert when we pu�l up to a stop light, a
fact which might prevent a carjacking
D. that we must be alert when we pull up to a stop
light, a piece of advice which might prevent a
carjacking.
Choose the best pair of words matching the pair
given in questions 27-28.

27. Inarticulate : Speech
B. Incessant : Activity
A. Inefficient: Apathy
C. Uncoordinated: Movement D. Immune: Health
28. Procrastinator: Dilatory
A. Mediator : Partial B. Charlatan : Deceitful
D. Adversary : Vociferous
C. Recluse : Hostile
Read the following passage and answer the questions 1933.
It's a sound you will probably never hear, a sickened tree
sending out a distress signal. But a group of scientists has
heard the cries, and they think some insects also hear �
trees and are drawn to them like vultures to a dying animal
Researchers with the US Department of Agriculture's Fo
Service fastened sensors to the bark of parched trees an
clearly heard distress calls. According to one· of the
scientists, most drought-stricken trees transmit their
plight in the 50-to 500- kilohertz range. (The unaided
human ear can detect no more than 20 kilohertz.) Red
oak, maple, white pine, · and birch all m�ke slightly
different sounds in the form of vibrations at the surface
of the wood.
The scientists think that the vibrations are created when
the water columns inside tubes that run the length of the
tree break, a result of too little water flowing through
them. These fractured columns send out distincti e
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'bration patterns. Because some insects communicate at
ltrasonic frequencies, they may pick up the trees'
vibrations and attack the weakened trees. Researchers are
oow running tests with potted trees tha( have been
deprived of water to see if the sound is what attracts the
msects. "Waterstressed trees also smell differently from
:,ther tress, and they experience thermal changes, so
l!lsects could be responding to something other than
;ound," one scientist saiq.
29. Which of the following is the main topic of the
passage?
A. The vibrations produced by insects
B. The mission of the U.S. Forest Service
C. The effect of insects on trees
D. The sounds made by distressed trees
�0. It can· be inferred from the passage that the
sounds produced by the trees
A. serve as a form of communication with other trees
B. are ·the same no matter what type of tree produces them
C. cannot be heard by the unaided human ear
D. fall into the 1-20 kilohertz range
� 1. Which of the following could be considered a
cause of the trees' distress signals?
B. Attacks by insects
A. Tom roots
C. Experiments by scientists D. Lack of water
J2. All of the following are mentioned as possible
factors in drawing insects to weaken trees
exceptB. smells
A. thermal changes
D. changes in color
C. sounds
13. It can be inferred that, at the time the passage was
written, research concerning the distr� signals of
trees
A. had been conducted many years earlier
B. had been-unproductive up to then
C. was continuing
D. was no longer sponsored by the government
Select the appropriate word/words to ftll in the

,4.

JS.

�6.

37.

38.

blanks in questions 34-40
"It is embedded on courange, but it is more than
- It is honest, but it is more than - "?
B. heroic, integrity
A. valiant, sincerity
D. bold, candor
C. brave, honesty
In 1775 Daniel Boone opened the Wilderness
Trail and made
the first settlements in
Kentucky.
A. possibly it was
B. as possible
C. possible
D. it possible
As coal mines became deeper, the problems of
to
draining water, bringing in fresh air, and
the surface increased.
A. transporting ore
B. to transport ore
C. how ore is transported D. ore is transporting
His submissiveness of manner and general air of
to
he would be
• self-effacement made it
take couimand of the company.
A. unlikely/selected
B. likely/selected
D. unworthy/promoted
C. clear/designated
Her novel published to universal acclaim, her
literary gift� acknowledged by the chief figures
of the Harlem Renaissance, her reputation as yet

-- by envious slights, Hurston clearly was at
the-of her career.
A. untainted/extremity B. flourished I middle
C. untarnished I zenith D. unparallel I bottom
39. John had met
his childhood hero in the morning
an accident in the afternoon.
and then met
A. with I with
B. no preposition/with
C. with/no preposition
D. no preposition/ no preposition
40. While living in poverty, the poet had to ...... a
great deal of sufferings.
B. put up with
A. see through
D. fall back on
C. pass through
41. In Under The banyan Tree, Nambi's unfinished story
was aboutA. King Vikramaditya B. King Pratapaditya
C. King Amartiya
D. King Veeraditya
Change the voice
42. Do not look upon the poor.
A. Let the poor not look down upon.
B. Let not the poor be looked down upon.
C. Do not let the poor be .looked down upon by you.
D. The poor should no� be looked down.
Change the speech
43. "When I got home, I found I had lost my umbrella",
Laila said.
A. Laila said that when she had got home, she
found she had lost her umbrella.
B. Laila said that when she got home she found she
had lost her umbrella,
C. Laila said when she got home she had found that
she lost her umbrella.
D. Laila said when she had got home she found she
lost her umbrella.
44. Identify the incorrect sentenceA. I intend to visit America.
B. He offered himself as a candidate.
C. He cheated the man of his dues.
D. We dispensed him with his services.
45. Identify the incorrect sentenceA. The headmaster and secretary of the school was
present in the meeting.
B. The headmaster and secretary of the school were
present in the meeting.
C. The ·headmaster and the secretary of the school
were present in the meeting.
D. None of the above.
Pin point the error in questions 46-47:
46. Although you wish to take various vitamins

A

B

proper nutrition, one should really
D
c
consult a doctor before hand.
to ensure
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4 7. The way a child lays witb. other children reveals a lots
.A..
B
about the child's emotional development
C
D
48. 'Bring to pass' refers to-.A... cause to destroy
B. cause to happen
C. cause to carry out
D. cause to convince
49. 'Too much cunning overreaches itself refers to
.A... Civility costs nothing
B. The more he gets the more he wants.
C . .A.. very much cunning fellow seldom wins.
D. Everyone is bad to a bad person.
50. 'So now Della's beautiful hair fell about her
rippling and shining like a cascade of brown
waters"- is an excerpt from.A... The Gift of the Magi
B. Cleopatra
C. The Mother in Mannville
D. On First Looking into Chapman's Homer
P

,

59.

60.

61.

62.

General Knowledge & Aptitude Test (51-80)
�1. Which number r�places the question mark?

000
000

52.

53.

54.

55.

63.

ODD

A. 5
B. 7
C. 2
D. 4
Each of the following personalities were victims of
assassination except one. Select the correct one.
A. Indira Gandhi
B.
John
F.
Kennedy
C. Zulfikar Ali Bhutto
D.
Abraham
Lincoln
Who, among the following fictional characters,
is not a creation of Satyajit Ray?
B.
A. Feluda
Byomkesh
Bakshi
D. Azimuddin
C. Professor Shonku
The Labour Act 2006 prohibits the
employment of children under the age of
....... years workers.
A. 12
B. 18
C. 16
D. 14
The
channel separating India from Sri Lanka
•
IS-

A. Gulf of Mannar
B. Palk Strait
C. Adam's Channel
D. Ram Setu
56. Which blood group is also known as the
universal donor type?
A. 0 Positive
B. AB Positive .
C. 0 Negative
D. AB Negative
57. Treatment of Dengue fever may requir·.-e B. Antibiotics
A. Platelet transfusion
C. Administration of propanolol
D. All of the above
58. The Mediterranean Type climate is characterized
byA. hot summers and wet winters

64.
65.
66.
67.

68.

69.
70.
71.

B. warm winters and cold summers
C. rains throughout the year
D. w_et summers and dry winter
The three basic colors are-A. Red, White and Yellow
B. Green, Blue and Red
C. Black, White and Yellow
D. Pink, Red and White
Which of the following ethnic groups permits
divorce, widow re-marriage and polygamy?
A. Hajong B. Marma C. Chakma
D.
Tonchongya
'Book Building Method' is related to
A. Building construction B. Ship building
C. Initial public offering
D. Printing and publication
'Freedom House' meansA. An organization of American intellectuals
B. An organization of American freedom fighters
C. An organization of American black people
D. An organization of American presidents
Who did win the prestigious award Anonya
this year?
A. Barrister Rabeya Bhuiyan
B. Advocate Sultana Kamal
C. Rokeya Afzal
D. Professor Dr. Farzana Islam
Which of the SAARC countries has the
highest per-capita income?
A. Sri Lanka B. India C. Pakistan D .
Maldives
Who is the author of The Good Earth?
A. Nelson Mandela B. Pearl S. Buck
C. Mother Teresa
D. Leo Tolstoy
Bangladesh Flag was first hoisted onA. March 1, 1971
B. March 2, 1971
C. March 3, 1973
D. March 4, 1974
TRIPS stands forA. Trade Related Intellectual Property System
B. Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rig
C. Trade Related Aspects of International Proi:e--..,.
System
D. Trade Related Intellectual Properties Suppa
Instead of the Presidential form
government, the Parliamentary _gove
reintr9duced in Bangladesh thro�h theA. 10th Amendment
B. 11 th Am""'J..J.ui..i......-C. 12 Amendment
D. 13 Ame
How much dirt is there in a ho e
meas tires two feet by three feet b fo A. None B. 5Kg
C. 10 Kg D.
Rearrange the letters in 'NEW DOO
to form one word
A. RENWOOD B. WOODREN C. 0. � - -�...,,._,""'
D. Forming a single word is not po
o Liberia was one of the onI
members in the League of atio
was the other?
A. Egypt
B. Ethiop�a ·
C. Nigeria
D. Sou li
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Who holds the record for the highest number
of goals in international football matches?
B. Romareo C. Puskas D. Ali Daei
A. Pele
. �uslim Rohingyas from Myanmar took
shelter in Bangladesh inD. 1989
A. 1947. B. 1974
C. 1978
. Which country is known as the 'bread
basket of Africa'?
C. Liberia D.
. Uganda B. Zimbabwe
Senegal
Renaissance started in_1\. Russia B. England C. Italy D. France
:\Ibo is the author of the bookNmeteen Eightyfour?
. Thomas H·ardy B. Emile Zola
D. Wahter Scott
. Goerge Orwell
o was the president of the United States
uring the 444 days seizing of the US
Embas�y in Iran during_ 1979/ 80?
B. Gerald Ford
_ . Richard Nixon
. Jimmy Carter
D. Ronald Regan
The European Court of Human Rights is
ocated in_.\. The Hague, The Netherlands
B. Berlin, Germany
. Rome, Italy
. Strasbourg, France
The official working languages recognized
by the UNO are. Chinese and English B. French and Russian
C. Spanish and Arabic D. All of the above
The SAF (South Asian Federation) Game, as a
part of the SAARC programme, was first held
mA. 1964 B. 1974 C. 1984 D. 1994
Answer Keys: 1. 2.D 3.A 4.A 5.D 6.A 7.D 8.C 9.B
10.C 11.C 12.B 13.C 14.A 15.C 16.C 17.C 18.D
19.C 20.B 21.C 22.A 23.C 24.B 25.A 26.A 27.B
28.D 29.D 30.A 31.B 32.B 33.B 34.C 35.D 36.A
37.B 38.D 39.C 40·.B 41. 42.C 43.A 44.C 45.B
46.B 47.A 48.B 49.C 50.A 51.C 52.C 53.C 54:D
55.B 56.A 57.A 58.A 59.B 60.B 61.C 62.A 63.C
64.D 65. 66.B 67.B 68.C 69.A 70.A 71.A 72.A
73.B 74.B 75.C 76.C 77.A 78.D 79.D 80.B
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Set Code-I
( C 1 )-4:t;f;ro
'5tKl6i1Ni4 � �'el�
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'<sl�I -e .>tl�J' �C(� �6Rt'61B. \S"fg ��'1 ��'irt!l�
A. ����,� �
D. C:>1�'1 ��<tl �
C. ��
'61� l_�ti) �' � .11C(� �6�\!>1A. � �iSt�'4 �>iait�
B. c>i�'1 � �t�>it�
C. � �"It��� C�IC>i�
D. ��
. <til� -ief�61 4_>1611'4 ��� � .>t1Cii1 ef�ct 4C�.:t?
A. �'!)o'er B. �a,o� C. �'-!)o� D. �8 oa,
''4��,,� � MC� C41�fG?
B. �"l>i + �
A.�+�
D:�+�
C. ��>i' + �

rn�

m�

m

os.

<.Q���41-t�- Gltfvf ��
I
B. �1C'1Jl9frS
A. �l'1J�
D. ��\$
C. �-<, � ©���
06. 'cs�� 414' - <ft'St�1�1fG� � f*?
B. ����
A� 91���
D.�� ��M�
C. ��,ai�
07. � �� � � C4Sl-1fG?
B. caitb� C. �.q� D. �
A. >1Mt1
08. ��� ��1611� �IJ11(\� :q� ��� ;qs�fG?
C. o�
D. o'er
B. �o
A. ��

m

o9. �� ctt,�
c41-1@? ,
D. �
C. �
B. �
A. �
10. � �� Ptf:fi �9tA. � + � + Cf
B. � + � + �
D. � + � + Cf
C. � + �
11. I have two left feet. This sentence indicates:
A. I have a rare disease
B. I am not good at dancing
C. I am not good at walking
D. I have poor eye sight
12. Go-these stairs until-you reach the top floor.
D. in
B. through
C. on
A. up
13. The princess
down and slept for twenty years.
A. lain
D. laid
B. lied
C. lay
14. "If Winter comes, can Spring be far
behind?"-is a famous quotation by :
A. P.B. S�elly
B. Ernest Hemingway
C. Robert rost
D. Jane Austin
15. What is the closest meaning of 'Miscellaneous'?
A. Homogenous B. Mischievous
C. Assorted
D. Rigid
be unable to come.
16. He said that he
C. should D. would
A. will B. shall
17. A friend of mine phoned ------ me to a party.
A. for invite
B. to invite
C. for inviting
D. for to invite
18. Which of the following spelling is correct?
A. Fience
B. Parallal
D. Archipelago
C. Priveledge
19. Who is the author of the book titled 'Man in
the Iron Mask'?
A. Alexander Dumas · B. Mark Twain
C. William Shakespeare D. Jonathan Swift
20. Philologist is the person who deals with
B. Ancient philosophy
A. Parasites
C. Language.
D. Music
21. Who is the first ever Vice Chancellor of a
publ·c university in Bangladesh?
A. Dr. Farzana Afreen B.' Dr. Farzana Hossain
C. Dr. Farzana Islam D. Dr. Farzna Faruq
22. 'Spock' is a fictional character of
A. Games of Thrones B. Iron Man
D. Star Trek
C. Men in Black
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